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What implications does nationalism have for the democratisation of history? 

.

Synopsis

vilayet developed a national consciousness is at the 

Essay
History is basically a contested discourse, an 

interpretation of the past literally to please 

,

traditional historical practice. He has lain bare the 

others’1
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2 so that all voices of historical 
representation are allowed to contribute to our collective 

3

that in the historical representations of the Internal 

noted in 19834

5 that 
6

often to serve political ends. Anderson’s theory explains 

7

such as Alexander Hristov and Andrew Rossos represent 

Macedonian History

noiselessly and insistently has covered the truth for 

8

9

10

The Macedonian Question

preferences of the peasants’11

these national preferences were to the church of either 

12

inconsistently’.13

14



build a historical foundation on a shared yet disputed 

The Creation of Macedonian Statehood,

state.’15 Hristov’s purpose behind this interpretation was 

with the policy of the Socialist Federal Republic of 

16

17

18

19 of 
20

21

22 and thus 

value.’23

not totally historical,’24

25
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Popular history in the Republic and abroad, rather 

.26 The 

27

for the objective account. Respondent historians, 

on the production of history.

Greek 

28

29 Further, it is evident that he 

30

31), he does not 

contextual biases and perspectives have inevitably and 

biases.’32

of the relationship between the practice of history and 

the conventions and institutions of history to distribute 
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“Der Torontoer 
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The 2016 Simpson Prize question will require 
students to respond to the question using both the 

Selection and their own research. It is designed to 
give students an interesting and challenging source 
based research task that will complement exisiting 
school programs. 

The winner from each state and territory will receive 
first prize of a trip to Gallipoli. Runners up will also 
attend the annual Canberra presentation program. 
Two teachers will be chosen to accompany students 
to Gallipoli. 

campaign. What other events or experiences of the campaign would you argue require more 


